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TT No.11: Gyles Basey-Fisher - Sat 24th July 2010; Tamworth v Aberdeen; Pre-

Season Friendly; Kick-off: 3pm; Result: 1-1; Admission: £10.00; Programme: £1.50; 

Attendance: 734. 

This game definitely fell into the ‘Catches the Eye’ as the minute it was announced 

it was on my list. 

I should have done Tamworth three years ago. Norwich City drew them in the FA 

Cup and I was guaranteed a ticket on the voucher scheme, but after many years of 

rubbish Third Round draws, disastrous results and my wife desperately wanting to 

go on a tour of Australia and New Zealand, we booked a month-long trip and in 

December we drew Tamworth. My mates have never let me forget it and always 

bring up the trip to Tamworth and how they have ironically ticked off the ground. 

Incidentally my friends now rib me about missing Paulton Rovers in the FA Cup last 

year due to the birth of our second child, 10 days early, I still have the un-used 

ticket, which I wave in front of my eight-month old daughter every now and again! 

The ground is right up my street with lots more old than new; one end is open 

terrace with six steps of terracing and safety barriers. There is a large clubhouse in 

the corner and you need to go behind this the access the narrow side covered 

terrace with five steps of terracing. There was a segregation fence on the halfway 

line, but this is not in use. The terracing continues to the corner and round behind 

the far goal where an even narrower brick cover has been erected. I couldn’t put 

my finger on it, but I thought it looked a bit odd - a cross between a series of bus 

shelters or a driving range. The main stand straddles the halfway line and a small 

terrace of seven steps completes the circuit.  

Aberdeen played their first team apart from the goalkeeper who was on crutches 

due to, reportedly, dropping a cup of hot coffee on his foot while travelling down 

on the coach. 

The game was very competitive and although Aberdeen took the lead, in the very 

first minute, Tamworth slowly gained control and by half time looked the better 

side. The second half carried on in the same vein and Tamworth 

deservedly equalised from a corner, Aberdeen although, for large parts, second 

best always looked capable of scoring on the break, but the game finished in an 

entertaining and fair 1-1 draw. 
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